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General Comments 
 
This paper consisted of three sections.  Section A contained multiple-choice questions; Section B 
had two compulsory short questions and Section C had three long optional questions.  The 
questions tested candidates’ understanding and knowledge of both economics and financial 
mathematics.  The overall pass rate was marginally lower than that in the previous session, 
resulting from the significantly better performances in the compulsory questions (Section B) being 
offset by the much worse performance in the optional questions (Section C). 
 
Section A – 15 Multiple-choice Questions 
 
This section was compulsory and divided into two parts.  The first part consisted of ten questions, 
each correct answer of which was worth one mark.  The second part had five questions, which was 
worth two marks each.  The general performance (in terms of the average score and pass rate) 
was about the same as that in the previous session.  As these multiple-choice questions were 
designed to cover the whole syllabus and the calculation techniques involved were fundamental to 
business decision-making purpose, a solid performance in this section would reflect that 
candidates had prepared adequately for the examination and had a reasonable understanding of 
the basic issues and techniques in the syllabus.  
 
An efficient and effective way for candidates to gain a basic understanding of the whole syllabus 
and the types of questions that they might face in the examination is to go through the entire study 
text on this Paper.  If necessary, they should also study the relevant sections of the supplementary 
readings (including the economics book) assigned for this Paper. 
 
Section B – 2 Compulsory Questions 
 
Question B1 
 
This question, consisting of three separate parts, was designed to test candidates’ knowledge and 
understanding of what economics is about and how it deals with the problems arising from scarcity 
of resources.  The overall performance was average. 
 
Part (a), made up of two sub-parts, required candidates to briefly explain what economics is about 
(by pointing out a fundamental fact that dominates people’s lives: productive resources are scarce 
in comparison to ever-evolving and unlimited human wants) and describe how economists make 
decisions under the constraints imposed by resource scarcity.  Most candidates were able to touch 
upon the idea of scarcity (although most had failed to point out explicitly that choice inevitably 
involves trade-off) but had serious problem explaining even roughly the idea of “make choice at the 
margin” (i.e. accept the choice if its marginal benefit is greater than its marginal cost).  This clearly 
reflected candidates’ weak background in economics and/or the lack of proper preparation for the 
examination.  
 
Part (b) focused on how market prices determined by the interactions of self-interested demanders 
(buyers of goods and services produced from limited resources) and suppliers (sellers) help to 
allocate limited resources to their best use. 
 
Part (c), divided into two separate true-false questions, tested candidates’ ability to apply the basic 
demand-supply equilibrium analysis in a free-market economy setting.  
 
Candidates’ performance is expected to improve significantly if more attention is paid to 
fundamental concepts (e.g. What problems is economics as a discipline meant to address?) and 
application of theories.  Candidates are strongly advised to read not only the study text but also the 
supplementary reading materials on economics.  



 

 

Question B2 
 
This question was made up of two separate parts, with part (a) testing candidates’ definitional 
knowledge of the major types of interest rates (i.e. annual percentage rate (APR) vs. effective 
annual rate (EAR)) and part (b) testing candidates’ ability to conduct calculations related to the 
time value of money in a simple setting.  
 
Although most candidates performed well in part (a), only a few were able to state verbally the 
difference between APR and EAR (while the majority relied on using numerical examples to show 
the difference).  This reflected in a way the lack of preparation even though this type of question 
had appeared repeatedly in the past examinations. 
 
Part (b) of the question was divided into four related sub-parts, testing candidates’ ability to 
comprehend the question and basic calculation techniques in breaking down the relationship 
between principal, interest-on-principal and interest on interest (i.e. compound interest).  To a 
certain extent, candidates demonstrated a solid understanding of the basic relationship between 
the two interest rates and the implications of compounding interest.  There was no significant 
problem with the calculation.  Candidates on average were able to handle the questions relatively 
successfully. 
 
As questions related to the relationship between different types of interest rates have been 
examined repeatedly before, candidates are strongly advised to study past examination papers in 
detail to familiarise themselves with the fundamental knowledge under the topic of the time value of 
money. 
 
Section C – 3 Optional Questions 
 
Question C1 
 
The question tested candidates’ knowledge as well as capability of applying relevant concepts and 
calculation techniques (mainly present value calculations involving single and multiple cash flows) 
in assessing capital budgeting problems.  The whole question was calculation-based and made up 
of two related parts. 
 
In part (a), a standard capital budgeting problem was divided into five interrelated sub-parts, with 
the answers of the first four independent sub-parts being used as inputs for the calculation of the 
answer to sub-part (v) (i.e. the net present value (NPV) of the project).  The only calculation 
technique involved was discounted cash flow analysis, specifically present value calculations of 
single and finite multiple cash flows (i.e. annuity).  Candidates’ overall performance was very poor. 
This was rather unexpected as similar topics and questions had been examined repeatedly in the 
past. 
 
Part (b) was a simple extension of the capital budgeting question in part (a).  Specifically, one of 
the cost items was assumed to have been incorrectly estimated initially and candidates were asked 
to assess how the change in the cost item would affect the NPV value and hence the 
recommendation of the project acceptance/rejection.  The question was designed to test 
candidates’ ability to re-formulate the problem and re-assess the analytical outcome (i.e. perform 
the so-called sensitivity analysis).  The very poor performance in this part seemed to point to 
candidates’ serious lack of preparation on such an important topic. 
 
Candidates could have prepared themselves much more adequately on this important topic by 
going through the past examination questions. 
 
  



 

 

Question C2 
 
This question centred around the Gross Domestic Product (GDP) of a hypothetic economy, with a 
view to testing candidates’ familiarity with the basic measurement concepts and calculation 
techniques related to the most important macroeconomic indicator.  The question was composed 
of three separate parts, with part (a) being definition-based and the other two parts         
calculation-based.   
 
Part (a) required candidates to briefly explain how the expenditure approach (one of the three 
methods used to measure GDP) could be applied to measure an open economy’s aggregate 
output.  The performance was satisfactory. 
 
Part (b) was made up of two separate sub-parts and both required candidates to use the     
expenditure-based approach to describe how the economic activities in the question affected the 
values (if any) of the relevant components and (nominal) GDP.  A candidate’s success depended 
to a large extent on whether he/she could interpret correctly which activity would affect which 
expenditure component in the formula.  The overall performance was poor. 
 
Part (c) of the question was comprised of four related sub-parts, of which the first three were about 
GDP and the last was on inflation.  Part (c)(i) asked candidates to briefly explain the difference 
between nominal and real GDP while parts (c)(ii) and (iii) involved calculations of the yearly levels 
and rates of change (i.e. growth rates) of nominal and real GDP.  The performance in these sub-
parts was rather poor, with most candidates experiencing problem with handling inflation effect in 
the two output measures.  This conceptual problem was further manifested in the calculations of 
nominal and real GDP as a lot of candidates failed to properly apply the “base-year prices” concept 
to calculate the real GDP for the year 2015.  Part (c)(iv) was about inflation, requiring candidates to 
first define consumer price index (CPI) before calculating and interpreting the results.  The 
performance was marginally acceptable. 
 
Although this was the most attempted question in Section C, it seems that candidates were in 
general not appropriately prepared for questions requiring the application of concepts in given 
contexts.  To prepare for the questions in Section C, the most efficient way is to go through past 
examination papers in detail to familiarise themselves with the key issues of each topic that have 
been examined in the recent past. 
 
Question C3 
 
This question focused on both descriptive and inferential statistical issues, and was divided into 
two separate parts. Like the other two optional questions, this one also involved both conceptual 
and calculation-based questions. 
 
Part (a) was divided into five interrelated sub-parts, with the first three focusing on the calculation 
of returns and standard deviations (SD).  Quite a lot of candidates seemed to have serious 
problem figuring out how to convert (yearly) dollar returns into (yearly) percentage returns in part 
(a)(i).  That created a domino effect that affected their calculation of standard deviations in parts 
(a)(ii) and (a)(iii), which involved only straightforward mechanical calculations.  The overall 
performance in the first three parts was very poor.  The focus of parts (a)(iv) and (a)(v) was on 
basic concepts related to coefficient of variation (CV).  Most candidates were able to provide a 
rough but correct argument to justify under what condition CV would be more appropriate as a 
dispersion measure than SD and drew the correct conclusion for the current case in this question. 
 
Part (b) was divided into two parts, focusing on inferential statistical issues and related calculations. 
It was obvious from the marking that most candidates were not prepared for handling the 
conceptual issues involved therein.  Basically, their answers to part (a) were completely off track, 
reflecting the fact that they were even not familiar with the definitions of the basic terms.  The 
performance in part (b) was better as it involved rather straightforward mechanical calculations, as 
in the case of standard deviation calculation. 



 

 

Overall, the performance in Question C3 was unexpectedly poor.  Indeed, it was the least 
attempted question and the performance was the worst among the questions in Section C.  One 
suggestion to candidates to improve the performance would once again be to study past 
examination papers and to allow themselves to have sufficient time to go over even the unpopular 
examined topics and issues. 
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